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I’d rather read these tales than eat shrimp & grits on Meeting Street...

Bruce Strauch is an adopted Charlestonian and — as a professor of law at the Citadel — a genuine Southern colonial in the S.C. "Ungrown" Militia. He has published stupidly dull academic journal articles as well as five gore-drenched, mass-market horror novels with his wife Katina. An artist and world traveler, he is convinced that he can speak French.

"I’d rather read these tales than eat shrimp & grits on Meeting Street or bourbon-drizzled pecan pie with cream whipped in the kitchen. Strauch’s understanding of the dollop sides of Southern cuisine is deep, wide, and endlessly fertile, and he has the ear of a feeding bird when it comes to setting down the rhythms and nuances of Low Country speech."

— Jerry Leahy Mills, author of The Dead Male Ride Again

"Strauch’s stories are not the best of the South. They are better. Southern Psycho Tales bristles with stories of lies and treachery and things that do more than go bump in the night. They rise from the twisted, retarted and t nutted underbelly of the South. They are about people next door — people whose souls know no sane home."

— Loyd Little, author of Smokehouse Jam and whose novels include the PEN-Hemingway winner Parnthian Stan

"Strauch’s entertainingly bizarre imagination soars in Southern Psycho Tales. If the players from 'Rockford Files' or 'Twin Peaks' had ever flown to the South, they’d have landed in — and been right at home in — Strauch’s riotously venal social landscape. Nowhere else will one find a woman in bondage to a beauty-park hair-dryer."

— Bland Simpson, author of Ghost Stop of Diamond Shores

PARKWAY PUBLISHERS, INC.
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by Rick Lugg and Ruth Fischer (Partners, R2 Consulting, 63 Woodwell’s Garrison, Contoocook, NH 03229; Phone: 603-746-5991; Fax: 603-746-6052) <rnick@r2consulting.org>

Strategic planning often conjures gloomy images for library managers: retreat room walls plastered with flip-chart pages; directors grandly drawing visions of the future or at least their futures; brainstorming the day away as backlogs mount back at the ranch; environmental scans deprivious with developments; and, inevitably, a plan so ambitious and divorced from real work that no one actually refers to it again until it’s time to repeat the process.

To be fair (if we must), there is also a positive view of such activity. Taking time away from the press of daily business to think about the future and the library’s role in it, inspired by creative leaders, can prove essential to helping an organization respond effectively to a changing environment. In this version, the strategic plan imagines the emerging context of the library, and charts a course from the present to that imagined future. The process energizes staff and management, and renews their commitment. It serves, at its best, as a gyroscope, keeping the organization upright, balanced and on course.

In our work with libraries over the past five years, R2 has identified another aspect of strategic planning that we believe is under-utilized. It’s an essential complement to the views from the top and the outside—more of a “bottom up” approach, which we’ll call task-based strategic planning. Simply put, library managers can learn a great deal about their future by paying close attention to the work being done day-to-day in the library—and in technical services as much as in public services. Time and again, as we’ve helped libraries (and vendors) analyze their work processes, use of automation, and relationships with vendors/agents, we’ve found lowly tasks bursting with implications for the direction of the organization. We believe it’s essential for libraries and businesses that serve them to take advantage of what’s most obvious—the information and clues to strategy available in their own backrooms.

It may help to look at this historically. Think back to the late 1980s, when electronic invoices for serials and monographs were introduced. Instead of a library technician keying individual line items to create an invoice, a batch process enabled automatic creation of the entire invoice in one step. The task of invoice processing changed. With hindsight, the implications of that change are clear. Invoice processing would require less time. Routine keying would decline. New skills would be required, to download the files, operate the software that processed them, to solve problems related to incomplete loads.

Broader system access would be needed for acquisitions and serials. Increased coordination between operating departments and systems would be needed. Set-up and coordination with vendors and agents would increase in importance. Reallocation and retraining of staff would be called for. Some form of quality assurance would also be called for, especially as the risk of systemic errors increased—batch processes occasionally create batch errors, after all.

Or set the wayback machine to 1993, when PromptCat first hit the market. Item-by-item search and download of cataloging records for English-language monographs could be replaced by automated matching (in invoice-sized batches) and electronic delivery of appropriate-level MARC records. If wanted, PromptCat could also incorporate invoice information, and produce spine labels to be applied before delivery. Library processes for copy cataloging and receiving should have and in many cases did change significantly, combining functions across Acquisitions and Cataloging departments, and in some cases transferring responsibility...
sibility for copy cataloging to Acquisitions. When tasks change, the organization itself must also change.

It's easy to cite examples from technical services, and we'll return to that area shortly. But the same principle applies to public services. For example, what are the organizational implications of supporting remote access to library resources? What does it mean that Reference staff spend more time tending to printers and troubleshooting desktop applications than to patrons' information needs? How can a library help its patrons learn the myriad electronic resources and interfaces available to them? How does the explosion in ILL demand affect staffing, local availability, and collection development? Who can answer those 2AM Reference questions? By understanding the day-to-day tasks of Reference, library managers can redefine and reassert priorities, and support those with appropriate organizational change.

Libraries have continued to respond to these changing tasks, and on the whole cope well, but at a price: the spiraling stress of those on the front lines, and the nagging sensation of important tasks being left undone. But there is clearly benefit to be gained from quicker recognition of developing problems, and attention to daily tasks that constitute the work of the library can provide an early warning system. Management can intervene sooner and more effectively by anticipating the implications of task-based problems.

Further, the same principle applies to vendors, agents, and publishers—any organization that sells to librarians. In the mid-1990s, to cite another retrospective example, materials vendors began to introduce Web-based selection and ordering tools. Early products were designed to operate directly between library and vendor, without involvement of the ILS. Detailed analysis of the workflow implications of this model quickly revealed that this approach would not do. An order technician first placed the order in the vendor system, then had to repeat the process in the ILS, first keying a bibliographic record, then creating a PO, encumbering funds, etc. As the vendors came to understand this task-level problem, they adapted their systems to export records, tying their functionality to that of the ILS—and eliminating the redundancy.

But if vendors had looked more closely at the implications of that change, they also could have learned broader lessons. For vendor innovations to succeed, they must be designed consciously to support the library's workflow. Materials and system vendors needed to work together, and share information related to functionality and data mapping. Materials vendors had filled a vacuum created by weak ILS acquisitions modules, and those vendors that built Web systems changed the market. Other materials vendors, bibliographic utilities and ILS vendors had to change their own behavior in response.

This task-based approach to planning is more difficult in the present tense, but can be fruitful nonetheless. The trick is to draw plausible conclusions from current activity—that nexus of tasks, technologies, problems, and innovations that give us both headaches and satisfaction each day—then act on those conclusions to re-position the organization. Consider some examples:

- Licensing activity has burgeoned in recent years. Some of that activity is local, but it can also occur at the consortial or state or even national level. In most institutions, the Counsel's office is also involved. How can the library coordinate all this new activity with so many new partners? How does a contract hold-up in the Counsel's office affect the library's workflow?
- Electronic selection using vendor systems combines the intellectual work of selection and fund assignment with the clerical tasks that support them. What is the impact on the library of pushing this work from hourly staff to professionals who may have faculty status?
- Shelf-ready approval plans do not permit returns; it's therefore tempting not to review the shipments. How can the effectiveness of approval plan profiles be judged without this feedback? What does this mean for library collections? For the integrity of approval profiles?
- System-generated claims for print periodicals are widely viewed as ineffective; the proportion of premature claims can be so high in some cases that vendors or publishers routinely ignore first claims. Is claiming necessary?
- Check-in of print newspapers, weekly newsmagazines and many other periodicals is done primarily to enable systems-generated claiming. When patrons are demanding more access to electronic resources, is this a reasonable use of time?

The list can go on indefinitely. Looking closely at the library's fund structure, use of custom bookplates, gift policies and processing, shipment and invoice size, renewals procedures—and all of these can provide food for strategic thought.

By working from the specific to the general, planners can benefit in several ways:

- By starting with an analysis of the current process, the organization shows respect to the staff and their history, valuing previous effort and commitment. When staff recognize that managers understand the detail, they are more likely to buy in to proposed changes.
- By working from the bottom up, it's possible to recognize and evaluate the skills people have and use; it's also an opportunity to identify skill sets that are lacking.
- Ideas for improvement can and do originate with frontline staff; they often know very well which tasks are ineffective.
- Placing a workday problem in a strategic context ties the library's planning to its activity, and its activity to its planning.
- Library staff become more able and willing to see the big picture, and understand the importance of their own role within it.
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This analysis can also suggest changes to organizational structure. If change is needed at the task level, it’s also likely to be needed at the management level. A decision to focus competent managers on the most critical problems makes it clear to everyone where the library’s priorities lie. And in a time when staff flexibility is the order of the day, management flexibility is equally important. It’s critical to ensure that the organization is actually structured to correspond with the resulting solutions:

- Strategic tasks can be “organized in” via new departments, job descriptions, hires, reassignments.
- Low-priority tasks can be organized out, eliminating the need for individuals to “control the urge” to keep doing things the old way. Planning is as much about not doing certain tasks as it is about doing others.
- The most capable and respected hands-on managers can be charged with overseeing the areas that will experience the most change.

When strategic plans and organizational redesign are inspired along these lines, they are realistic because they are based in the work itself. The strategy will have a longer shelf life, and also will respond more quickly to further change. The task-based approach needs to be combined with awareness of the library’s context and a compelling vision, but concrete tasks offer a better place to start and end the discussion. Focus on tasks more often leads to action, and organizational action should be the goal of any planning process.

In recent months, we’ve encountered several examples of this approach in action. Two college libraries that share an ILS system are examining all technical services processes to determine whether a single, shared technical services department might serve both campuses more effectively. A large university library has reorganized from a traditional Acquisitions/Serials/Cataloging model into a Print Management and Non-Print Management Departments, based on shifts in workload. Subscription agents have redefined their businesses in the context of e-journal management. ILS vendors have invented new products: electronic resource management modules, metasearch and linking tools. Book vendors have begun to integrate eBooks and other digital content into their systems and plans. Publishers have revamped production systems and developed online products of all kinds, and after a period of selling directly to libraries, have begun to rethink this, as libraries reassess the need for vendors and agents—specifically because those partners better support library workflows.

Some of these changes could have occurred sooner and caused less disruption had they been recognized sooner. Close scrutiny of task-based problems, viewed with some imagination and context, can help libraries, vendors, and publishers anticipate new developments and respond sooner and more effectively. But as obvious and practical as it seems, this pre-emptive approach is seldom consciously employed. Why not? It might just bridge the gap so often observed between strategy and the real world, between planning and action.

Lost in Austin
by Thomas W. Leonhardt (Director, Scarborough-Phillips Library, St. Edward’s University, 3001 South Congress Avenue, Austin, TX 78704-6489; Phone: 512-448-8470; Fax: 512-448-8737) <leonhardt@libr.stedwards.edu>

The Fall 2004 publishers catalogs have already begun arriving and I haven’t had time yet for the Spring 2004 catalogs to mention the Fall 2003 pile on a shelf of one of my office book cases. In case you don’t know, I love publishers catalogs almost as much as I love antiquarian and used book catalogs written by knowledgeable book sellers.

Reading a publishers catalog is a humbling experience — so many books and words, so much knowledge and erudition, so much reading even if one is picky. What’s the point? That’s my reaction sometimes as I am overwhelmed by the sheer numbers. We can’t order everything and even if we could and did, we would not be doing our library readers any favors. Too many choices can lead to indecision, a gridlock of the mind. So librarians are supposed to winnow the field, picking out the most suitable for their library and their readers. But doesn’t that include the right, the obligation to select some titles that would just be fun to read? That is the question that came to mind as I thumbed through the Fall 2004 Distributed Titles from The David Brown Book Company, a great name for a business if I ever heard one.

On pages 40 and 41, with the running titles Cookery & Culinary History, and Cookery (didn’t one of Shakespeare’s characters once say “Get thee to a cookery?”), six books are described, each with its own appeal. Prospect Books has two entries, each a reissue of a work published many years ago. “A Treatise on the Art of Bread-Making [by Abraham Edlin (edited by Tom Iaine)]” is England’s first complete book on the subject. Published in London in 1805, it was the work of a medical man, little known for any other books, save a couple of pamphlets on gout and sore throats and fever, which he observed in his native Uxbridge in Middlesex.” The rest of the blurbs actually becomes more interesting and we learn about laws pertaining to the sale of bread and the notion of breads made from not only wheat but also from rice, potatoes, and other grains (is the potato a grain — puffed or shredded potatoes for your breakfast cereal?). This might be one of those books too interesting to leave off our shelves.

The other Prospect book listed is English Cookery Book: Historical Essays, edited by Eileen White, the twelfth volume in a series, “Food and Society,” the proceedings of the sixteenth Leeds Symposium on Food History of 2001, entitled “Books for Cooks, Housekeepers and Social Historians.” Each of the seven essays “is fully illustrated from the original books and sources, taking the study of cookery books to a new level and from the point of view of literary and contextual history.” And also on page 40, we have an offering from Southover Press titled The Art of Cookery (1736) by John Thacker, introduction by Ivan Day.

“Thacker’s book is that very rare thing, a cookery book of the English eighteenth century that has his own recipes throughout: nothing seems to have been plagiarized or borrowed from other writers. It is also the only book of its kind to have come out of an English religious community. The Dean of Dunstable had a lavish grant for entertaining, and his generous hospitality meant that Thacker had to cook for all levels of society, from canons of the cathedral [there were canons to the left of him and canons to the right] with sophisticated tastes such as the gourmand Dr. Jacques Sterne, to tradesmen, poor widows and those of even more modest status.” This is the book for you if you are a poor widower of modest means and relish a bit of pre-Reformation eating.

On the facing page (41), there are three books from English Heritage: Roman Cookery: Recipes and History, by Jane Renfrew; Stuart Cookery: Recipes and History, by Peter Brears; and Ration Book Cookery: Recipes and History by Gill Corbishley. Happily, each blurb gives recipe examples, but nevertheless, I am going to look for these the next time I am in a bookstore.

There are over 30 Roman recipes that you can reproduce including Meat Pieces a la Apicus. Sweet wine cakes, Milk-fed snails, and Patina of Elderberries. Mmmmm, milk-fed snails.

Reading a history of the Stuarts and feeling peckish? Try a pudding said to be a favorite of Samuel Pepys. Sack Puddst. Or how about some Knot biscuits, Shropshire cakes, or Quaier pudding?

continued on page 87
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